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**Energy Kits**

Under a new policy announced by the Charles Edison Fund, the famous Edison Teaching Kits (used effectively in more than 13,000 classrooms) are again available to teachers and school librarians.

The new policy limits kits to one per teacher or librarian, each request to be accompanied by 50 cents to cover postage and handling. Mail requests to Charles Edison Fund, 101 South Harrison St., East Orange, New Jersey 07018.

The kit is ideal for grades five through junior high. The seven how-to-booklets currently in the kit are *Energy Conservation You Can Do from Edison*; *Alternative Energy Sources Experiments You Can Do*; *Environmental Experiments from Edison*; *Nuclear Experiments You Can Do*; *Electrical Experiments You Can Do From the Diary of Michael Faraday*; *Edison Inventions and Related Projects*; and *Selected Experiments and Projects from Edison*.

Simple directions, inexpensive and easily obtainable material spark pupil participation. Kits are available only to schools within the United States.